
 

Visualization of relativistic laser pulses in underdense plasma
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We present experimental evidence of relativistic electron-cyclotron resonances (RECRs) in the vicinity
of the relativistically intense pump laser of a laser wakefield accelerator (LWFA). The effects of the RECRs
are visualized by imaging the driven plasma wave with a few-cycle, optical probe in transverse geometry.
The probe experiences strong, spectrally dependent and relativistically modified birefringence in the
vicinity of the pump that arises due to the plasma electrons’ relativistic motion in the pump’s
electromagnetic fields. The spectral birefringence is strongly dependent on the local magnetic field
distribution of the pump laser. Analysis and comparison to both 2D and 3D particle-in-cell simulations
confirm the origin of the RECR effect and its appearance in experimental and simulated shadowgrams of
the laser-plasma interaction. The RECR effect is relevant for any relativistic, magnetized plasma and in the
case of LWFA could provide a nondestructive, in situ diagnostic for tracking the evolution of the pump’s
intensity distribution with propagation through tenuous plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many applications based on the interaction of a
high-intensity, electromagnetic (EM) pump pulse and matter,
the detailed evolution of the pump is of great importance.
While simulations are capable of describing this evolution in
great detail, the experimental verification of these predictions
must still be demonstrated when developing a robust physical
understanding of the system. Lack of experimental verifica-
tion is typically due to the lack of suitable diagnostics that
are capable of measuring the evolution of the pump’s fields
or intensity in a nondestructive manner. In particular,

plasma-based particle accelerators, which have been
developed over the past decades from proof-of-concept
[1–3] to prototype technologies for the next generation
of particle accelerators [4–7] would greatly benefit from
such a diagnostic. Whether laser-driven wakefield accel-
eration (LWFA) or beam-driven plasma wakefield accel-
eration, the evolution of the pump and of the wakefield
structure in the plasma is of critical importance for
the resulting properties of the accelerated particles,
e.g., electrons or positrons. Whereas diagnostics for
characterizing the accelerated particle bunch [8–12],
their associated magnetic fields [13,14], the wakefield’s
plasma-density distribution [15–17], and quasielectro-
static fields [18,19], as well as the laser or particle
driver in vacuum [20,21] are available, measurement
of the driver in situ has been limited to nonspatially
resolved indicators in terms of the pump’s local intensity
distribution [22,23].
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Electron-cyclotron resonances (ECRs) offer a potential
means to track the strong magnetic fields of a relativistic
driver in plasma. They have been used to heat fusion
plasmas, e.g., electron-cyclotron resonant heating [24,25],
to characterize temperature distributions of plasma elec-
trons, e.g., electron-cyclotron emission imaging [26], and
depend on the presence of underdense, magnetized plasma.
ECRs also play an important role in atmospheric sciences
and semiconductor manufacturing, albeit typically for static
or quasistatic magnetic fields. While the physics behind
electron-cyclotron motion in magnetized plasma at the
millitesla to tesla level are well established, their applica-
tion to laser-plasma accelerators demands essential mod-
ifications to the theory that take into account relativistic
drift motion of the plasma electrons in EM fields. The focus
of this paper is in describing relativistic electron-cyclotron
resonances (RECRs) and how they can be exploited to
realize a nondestructive imaging diagnostic that is sensitive
to the evolving intensity distribution of a linearly polarized
pump laser in underdense plasma.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the

experimental setup and Sec. III presents the experimental
results. Section IV proceeds with modifying the existing
Appleton-Hartree equation from magnetoionic theory to
include relativistic motion of the plasma electrons which
is later used to test the origin of the RECR effect. Section V
presents results from a 3D particle-in-cell simulation using
the EPOCH code which reproduces the RECR signals seen in
the experiment. Section VI describes 2D particle-in-cell
simulations using the VSim code that have the benefit of
producing particle- and field-tracking data. This data is used
with the relativistic Appleton-Hartree equation to further test
the origin of the RECR signals seen in both the experiment
and the EPOCH simulation. Finally, Sec. VII concludes
the paper.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Our experiments were performed at the JETI 40 Ti:
sapphire laser at the Institute of Optics and Quantum
Electronics in Jena, Germany. Pump pulses with a FWHM
duration of 27 fs and total energy of 650 mJ were focused
with an F=12 off-axis parabolic mirror to a ð9.7� 0.1Þ μm
FWHM focus with 37% of the pulse energy inside the
FWHM area on target. Assuming a Gaussian shape, the
peak intensity in vacuum of 2.3 × 1019 W=cm2 is calcu-
lated corresponding to a peak normalized vector potential
of a0 ¼ eE0=ðωLmecÞ ¼ 3.3, with elementary charge e,
laser’s electric field amplitude E0, laser’s angular fre-
quency ωL, electron mass me, and speed of light c.
However, the pump’s spatiotemporal intensity distribution
in plasma will differ depending on the plasma’s density
distribution, the pump’s focusing location and its propa-
gation distance into the plasma. The plasma originated
from helium gas with 5% nitrogen dopant contained in
a gas cell and ionized by the pump’s rising edge [27].

By measuring the plasma wave’s periodic structure from
the shadowgrams [17], an average plasma wavelength of
8.6 μm was measured, corresponding to an on-axis back-
ground electron plasma density ne=γ of ð1.5� 0.1Þ ×
1019 cm−3 with γ ¼ 1 being the Lorentz factor for plasma
electrons >30 μm behind the driver.
As seen in Fig. 1, the pump (probe) propagates in x

direction (−y direction). The probe [28] is linearly polar-
ized at 45° to the x axis in the xz plane and illuminates the
interaction point into which the linearly polarized pump is
focused. The accelerated electron bunches (e-bunch) are
measured in a dipole spectrometer (not shown). Using a
VIS-NIR corrected imaging system, nonpolarizing beam
splitter (NBS) and a silver coated mirror (M), the xz plane
of the pump-plasma interaction is imaged simultaneously
onto two CCDs. Polarizers (H-pol, V-pol) and various
interference filters (IF1, IF2) could be used to simulta-
neously image the interaction driven by a single shot of the
pump laser using two different polarization orientations
and/or spectral ranges of the probe. Horizontal polarization
of the probe (H-pol) refers to linear polarization along the
x direction while vertical polarization (V-pol) is along the
z direction (see EH and EV in Fig. 1). Shadowgrams of
the laser-plasma interaction were recorded over approx-
imately 2 mm of propagation by delaying the probe with
respect to the pump and shifting the imaging system along
the x axis when necessary. The very beginning and end of
the interaction region were blocked to the imaging system
by the entrance and exit walls of the gas cell. The FWHM
pulse duration of the probe was shown to run reliably at
≤4 fs with a broadband spectrum ranging from 500 to
950 nm [29].
Due to the variability in shot-to-shot performance of the

LWFA setup, the recorded shadowgrams were sorted based
on the measured characteristics of the accelerated electron
bunch. Following the simplifying assumption that similar
characteristics of the electron spectra obtained in different
pump shots indicate similar laser-plasma interactions enables
more dependable comparison between shadowgrams taken
with different shots but otherwise near constant pump and
plasma parameters. This allows not only for comparison of

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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shadowgrams taken at different propagation distances of the
pump, but also for comparison of different shadowgrams
recorded with different probe polarizations and spectral
ranges that could not be simultaneously recorded.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our investigation of the pump during its propagation
through the plasma using RECRs is based on two exper-
imental data sets. The first set employs the spectral depend-
ence of RECRs as detected by the probe, while the second
set shows explicitly a result of the RECR’s polarization
dependence. In the first data set, only the probe’s H-pol state
was recorded; however, different interference filters were
used to investigate the RECR’s frequency dependence.
Figure 2 displays exemplary shadowgrams from this data
set at five locations spaced throughout the pump’s propa-
gation using 40 nm FWHM bandpass filters centered at
800 nm [(a)–(e)] and 660 nm [(f)–(j)]. Shadowgrams
centered at 850 nm were also recorded but are omitted here
for reasons discussed shortly. The pump always travels from
left to right and its peak is positioned just right of center in
each image.
Two features visualized by RECRs can be identified in

Fig. 2. First, the region at the front of the wakefield
structure overlapping with the pump’s peak intensity
changes its shape and intensity modulation with increasing
propagation distance of the pump and when using different
bandpass filters with the probe. This will be called the
asymmetric signal, for reasons which will be clarified later.
Images (f) and (g) recorded at 660 nm show a “teardrop”
shaped feature while (a) and (b) recorded at 800 nm exhibit
a diffuse scattering and often only a single dark/bright spot
on axis where the peak of the laser is located. Images (c)–
(e) and (h)–(j) show rounder features around the pump’s
position including a striking difference in signal between
images taken at the final recorded position (e) and (j). The
second signal of interest is diffraction rings, called the half-
ring signal, seen clearly at position 1190 μm [Figs. 2(d)

and 2(i)]. They appear ahead of the pump’s position after a
certain propagation distance regardless of the filtered
probe’s spectrum.
The shadowgrams recorded at 800 and 850 nm showed

very similar results because of how the electron-cyclotron
frequency Ωce (henceforth simply “cyclotron frequency”)
changes with the local magnetic field of the pump laser.
By investigating the relationship between the laser’s
intensity, described by its normalized vector potential,
and the cyclotron frequency, one can determine which
spectral range of a probe pulse will overlap with the
cyclotron frequency and thus experience a strong birefrin-
gence due to the pump’s intensity distribution in the
plasma. Note that for relativistic pump intensities a0 ≥ 1,
and for underdense plasma, i.e., ne ≪ nc where nc ¼
ω2
prbmeε0=e2 is the critical density (with the probe’s angular

frequency ωprb and the permittivity of vacuum ε0), it is well
justified to approximate the resonance frequency of the
plasma with the cyclotron frequency. With the above
assumptions, this approximation is good to within a few
nm of wavelength in the VIS-NIR spectral range. For
higher electron plasma densities, however, the contribution
of the electron plasma frequencyωpe ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nee2=meε0

p
to the

relevant resonance frequencies, see [30,31], will become
non-negligible and must be considered.
The normalized vector potential a0 of a laser pulse can be

converted into a magnetic field via the laser’s central
wavelength λL as in Eq. (1). By combining Eq. (1) with
the equation for the relativistic cyclotron frequency, shown
in Eq. (2), one arrives at an expression for the normalized
vector potential as a function of the cyclotron wavelength λce
as shown in Eq. (3), where wavelengths have been used in
lieu of angular frequencies. The Lorentz factor in Eq. (2) is
assumed in this case to be γ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ a20=2

p
, which considers

a single electron in a linearly polarized EM field:

B ¼ a0
λL½μm� 10700 T ð1Þ

FIG. 2. From left to right, each column shows a single position along the pump’s propagation. The pump’s approximate position
relative to the gas-cell entrance’s inside edge for each image pair is given in the lower left corners of the bottom row. The H-pol probe’s
spectrum was filtered by 40 nm FWHM bandpass filters centered at 800 nm (a)–(e) and 660 nm (f)–(j).
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Ωce ¼
eB
γme

ð2Þ

a0 ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
λLffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2λ2ce − λ2L
p : ð3Þ

Figure 3 shows Eq. (3) plotted for a pump wavelength
λL of 800 nm over the spectral range of 500 to 1000 nm.
Since we are looking for probe wavelengths that equal the
cyclotron wavelength the x axis has been simply labeled
“Probe Wavelength.” The three colored regions, blue,
green, and red, represent the three bandpass filters used
in the experiment, ð660� 20Þ, ð800� 20Þ and ð850�
20Þ nm respectively. One can now see why the shadow-
grams recorded in the ð850� 20Þ nm range were omitted
from Fig. 2. Each spectral region of the probe will
experience cyclotron resonances at different pump inten-
sities, i.e., at different a0. However, the resonances of the
800 and 850 nm spectral regions of the probe are not
separated by a significant amount as to cause visible
differences in their respective shadowgrams that could be
clearly presented. This is corroborated by the experimen-
tal shadowgrams, in which clear differences could be seen
between the probe images filtered at 660 and 800 nm
while only weak differences were seen between those
filtered at 800 and 850 nm. Note that Fig. 3 neglects the
modifications to the resonance conditions described in the
relativistic Appleton-Hartree (RAH) equation that depend
on the relativistic drift motion of the plasma electrons as
will be detailed in the derivation of the RAH equation
shortly.

A second set of data was recorded using the few-cycle
probe’s full spectrum but with two different orthogonal
polarization states (H-pol and V-pol). Again, the half-ring
signal is seen; however, as shown in Fig. 4 there is a clear
difference between the diffraction rings in the H-pol and
V-pol shadowgrams. The half-ring signal exhibits a break
along the pump’s propagation axis when recorded with the
V-pol state [cf. Fig. 4(b)] but are continuous when recorded
with the H-pol state [cf. Fig. 4(a)].

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

RECR and its effect on shadowgraphic imaging can be
understood by modeling the area around the pump as
cold, collisionless plasma magnetized by the pump, while
also accounting for the plasma electrons’ relativistic drift
motion moving under the influence of the pump and
surrounding plasma distribution. The pump’s cycle-aver-
aged magnetic field is used in lieu of a strictly static
magnetic field. Starting with the collisionless Appleton-
Hartree (AH) equation from magnetoionic theory [30,31],
the refractive indices of magnetized plasma can be
analytically described. The plasma electrons’ motion is
separated into the drift motion of their guiding centers and
the residual motion around those centers which resembles
cyclotron gyration or the well-known figure-of-eight
trajectory [32]. The AH equation is then rewritten in
the frame of each guiding center requiring the full Lorentz
transformation of the pump, probe and local plasma’s
parameters into said frame(s). The resulting relativistic
Appleton-Hartree (RAH) equation must then be numeri-
cally solved for the plasma’s refractive indices in the lab
frame.
The modification of the AH equation to account for the

relativistic motion of the plasma electrons builds on work
reported in [33]. The formalism used here will allow motion
of the plasma in any direction as well as take into account
all electric and magnetic field components from the pump
and plasma. We first denote quantities associated with the
lab frame using unprimed variables and those associated
with the relativistic drift frame of the plasma electrons’
guiding centers with primed variables. The collisionless
AH equation is then written in the drift frame of a plasma
electron as given in Eq. (4) with η0� being the refractive

FIG. 3. Spectral dependence of the cyclotron resonance for
relativistic pump intensities (λL ¼ 800 nm) in underdense plasma.
The three colored regions correspond to the three bandpass filters
used in the experiment.

FIG. 4. H-pol (a) and V-pol (b) shadowgrams recorded with the
probe’s full spectrum after 1190 μm propagation of the pump.
Both images have been processed for improved contrast. The
white arrow indicates the location of the on-axis break in the half-
ring signal.
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indices, k0 the probe’s wave number, ω0 the probe’s angular
frequency, ω0

pe the electron-plasma frequency, Ω0
ce the

electron-cyclotron frequency, and θ0kB the angle between

the probe’s propagation vector k⃗0 and the local magnetic
field vector B⃗0. The drift frame of interest for each plasma
electron is the drift frame of its guiding center in which
figure-of-eight motion can be observed while under the
influence of the pump laser:

η02� ¼ c2k02

ω02

¼ 1 − ðω0
pe

ω0 Þ2

1 − ðΩ
0
ce
ω0 Þ

2
sin2θ0kB

2½1−ðω
0
pe
ω0 Þ

2

�
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðΩ

0
ce
ω0 Þ

4
sin4θ0kB

4½1−ðω
0
pe
ω0 Þ

2

�
2 þ ðΩ0

ce
ω0 Þ2cos2θ0kB

s :

ð4Þ

By defining the drift trajectory of each plasma electron’s
guiding center v⃗ in Cartesian coordinates and the corre-
sponding Lorentz factor γD ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − v2=c2

p
one can use

the full Lorentz transformation in Cartesian coordinates
[34] to define the probe’s angular frequency and propaga-
tion vector in the drift frame as functions of its angular
frequency and propagation vector in the lab frame and the
drift frame’s trajectory in the lab frame. As shown in the
experimental setup described in Fig. 1 the probe propagates
along the −y axis in the lab frame. From this geometry
Eq. (5) shows the probe’s angular frequency in the drift
frame depending on the lab frame’s refractive indices η�,
drift frame’s Lorentz factor γD, and the drift frame’s
y-component velocity relative to the lab frame vy.
Similarly, the probe’s propagation vector in the drift frame
is described by Eq. (6). In both Eqs. (5) and (6), the lab-
frame wave number of the probe has been replaced using
ky ¼ −ωη�=c:

ω0 ¼ ωγD

�
1þ η�

vy
c

�
ð5Þ

k⃗0 ¼

0
BBB@

−ω
c γD

vx
c − η� ω

c ðγD − 1Þ vxvyv2

−ω
c γD

vy
c − η� ω

c

�
1þ ðγD − 1Þ v2yv2

�
− ω

c γD
vz
c − η� ω

c ðγD − 1Þ vyvzv2

1
CCCA: ð6Þ

As we are interested in the plasma magnetized by the
pump pulse ahead of the wakefield structure, we can use the
simplifying assumption that the electric and magnetic fields
of the pump dominate in this area. This assumption is
justified when using relativistically intense pump pulses in
underdense plasma as simulations show the fields associ-
ated with the wakefield or plasma at the location of the
pump to be at least a factor of 100 weaker, meaning their

respective cyclotron resonances lay significantly outside of
the VIS-NIR spectral range of the probe used in the current
experiments. Again, using the full Lorentz transformation
of the pump’s electric E⃗ and magnetic B⃗ fields in Cartesian
coordinates one can arrive at an expression for the magnetic
field of the pump in the drift frame of the plasma electrons
shown in Eq. (7). By using Eqs. (6) and (7), one can now
easily calculate θ0kB:

B⃗0 ¼

0
BB@

γDBx − γD
c2 ðvyEz − vzEyÞ − ðγD−1Þvx

v2 ðv⃗ · B⃗Þ
γDBy − γD

c2 ðvzEx − vxEzÞ − ðγD−1Þvy
v2 ðv⃗ · B⃗Þ

γDBz − γD
c2 ðvxEy − vyExÞ − ðγD−1Þvz

v2 ðv⃗ · B⃗Þ

1
CCA: ð7Þ

The electron plasma frequency ω0
pe, Eq. (8), exhibits a

Lorentz invariant quantity ne=ðγDmeÞ which from the lab
frame can be understood as the “relativistic mass increase”
of the electron, and from the drift frame can be understood
as the relativistic contraction of the volume element used to
define the electron plasma density ne [35]:

ω0
pe ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nee2

ε0γDme

s
: ð8Þ

Finally, the electron-cyclotron frequency Ω0
ce, Eq. (9), is

defined using the Lorentz transformed, cycle-averaged
magnetic field of the pump B0 and the residual electron
velocity in the drift frame, here defined with the Lorentz
factor γ0Q. The use of cycle-averaged values for B0 and γ0Q
approximates calculating an effective relativistic cyclotron
frequency for the electrons’ figure-of-eight motion around
their guiding centers. As previously described, the lab-
frame trajectory of each plasma electron can be described
as the drift motion of the electron’s guiding center, and a
residual motion of the electron relative to its guiding center,
in this case the figure-of-eight motion. γ0Q is associated with
the electrons’ figure-of-eight velocity as seen from the drift
frames of their guiding centers. By substituting Eqs. (5)–(9)
into Eq. (4) one arrives at a version of the RAH equation
that can be numerically solved for the lab frame’s refractive
indices η�. The process of numerically solving the RAH
equation using LWFA simulation data is given in Sec. VI:

Ω0
ce ¼

eB0

γ0Qme
: ð9Þ

Both the AH and the RAH equations predict resonance
and reflection points at several characteristic frequencies of
an EM wave propagating through the plasma. In under-
dense plasma magnetized by a relativistically intense pump
laser, and assuming static ions, the characteristic frequency
of interest is the local electron-cyclotron frequency, given
here simplified to its nonrelativistic form of Ωce ¼ eB=me

with the local magnetic field B. The magnetic field B ¼
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a0λ−1L ½μm� × 10.7 kT of a relativistically intense pump
centered at 800 nm and with an a0 in the range of 0.8
to 2.0 is in the tens of kilotesla range. The corresponding
cyclotron wavelengths of such
a magnetic field lie in the VIS-NIR spectral range of
400–1000 nm. Any probe with a spectrum near the
cyclotron frequency and a polarization component parallel
to the plane of cyclotron motion encounters resonance and
reflection points and is thus directly sensitive to the pump’s
magnetic field. Polarization components perpendicular to
the plane of cyclotron motion effectively see unmagnetized
plasma.
For the resonant wave, the resonance points, i.e.,

refractive index η → ∞, are associated with absorption
of the wave in plasma (cf. electron-cyclotron resonant
heating [36,37]), while the reflection points, i.e., η → 0,
result in an evanescent wave mode and reflection of the
wave (cf. plasma mirror [38]). However, for the present
case, strong absorption and reflection of the probe are not
expected. At the subpicosecond timescale presently con-
sidered, the electron-electron and electron-ion collision
rates are not effective in converting electron motion due
to the probe into thermal motion, i.e., absorption of the
probe by the plasma. Furthermore, the few- to submicrom-
eter extent of local plasma that exhibits reflection behavior
is also not effective in fully reflecting the EM wave. Thus,
both resonance and reflection behaviors are henceforth
referred to as anomalous dispersion (η≇1), as their effect
on shadowgraphic imaging manifests itself primarily via
strong refraction of the probe relative to nonmagnetized,
tenuous plasma and not via absorption and reflection.

V. 3D EPOCH PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATION
AND RESULTS

The RAH equation captures the essential aspects of
the plasma’s spectrally dependent birefringence near the
pump’s peak intensity. However, considering the system’s
complexity (i.e., comoving pump and transverse probe,
few-cycle microscopy and relativistic plasma motion)
particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations helped to further under-
stand the origins and appearance of the signals seen in the
recorded shadowgrams. Details on using the EPOCH code
[39] to create simulated shadowgrams can be found in [40].
The RECR signals recorded in the experiment are also

seen in simulated shadowgrams using data from the EPOCH

simulation. As seen in Fig. 14 of [40], the simulation results
for the spectrally filtered shadowgrams produced with an
H-pol probe also show a drastic change in the front of the
plasma wave for spectral ranges of ð600� 10Þ, ð700� 10Þ,
ð800� 10Þ and ð900� 10Þ nm, while the trailing plasma
wave itself shows significantly less change in its appear-
ance with changing probe spectrum. To investigate this
signal Fig. 5 was created using the EPOCH simulation data.
The phase map in yellow/green is calculated from the probe
having been self-consistently propagated using the PIC
algorithm (for details cf. [40]). The plotted phase has been
accumulated by the probe over ∼2 fs of propagation and is
relative to the phase it would have accumulated via similar
propagation through unperturbed, unmagnetized plasma.
For different snapshots of the simulation, a simulated
shadowgram [cf. Figs. 5(g)–5(i)] is also generated taking
into account only the probe’s accumulated phase up to its
current respective position. Note that Figs. 5(a)–5(f) show

FIG. 5. (a)–(c) Normalized plasma density with overlay of probe’s relative phase in radians. (d)–(f) Scaled magnetic fields with phase
overlay. (g)–(i) Relative irradiance modulation of simulated shadowgram in %. The H-pol probe propagates in the −y direction and its
FWHM temporal extent is coincident with the green/yellow phase colormap. Shadowgrams (g)–(i) are created using only the phase
accumulated up to the indicated probe position. Plots (a)–(f) correspond to xy planes at z ¼ 0 μm. The white arrow denotes strong
brightness modulation described in the text.
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the xy plane in the plasma at z ¼ 0 μm,while Figs. 5(g)–5(i)
show the resulting shadowgram using the full 3D plasma
distribution and respective propagation distances of the
probe.
The strong brightness modulation at the front of the

wakefield in the shadowgram [cf. Fig. 5(i), white arrow]
first appears after the probe has crossed the pump’s optical
axis (x axis). The accumulated phase map clearly shows the
asymmetric signal’s origin: while there is a pronounced
phase signal around x ¼ 917 μm for a probe position of
y ¼ −4 μm [cf. Fig. 5(c), dotted ellipse], there is no
such phase signal for a probe position of y ¼ þ4 μm
[cf. Fig. 5(a), dotted ellipse]. The irradiance modulation in
the shadowgram [cf. white arrow in Fig. 5(i)] arises from
phase in the probe beam accumulated in a region of plasma
in −y space overlapping with the pump, even though the
same general conditions, e.g., pump’s magnetic field
amplitude and plasma density, exist at the symmetric
position in þy space. The only difference is the direction
of the plasma electrons’ relativistic drift velocities and the
resulting relativistic Doppler shifts of the probe’s spectrum
in these drift frames. The source of the asymmetric signal
was corroborated by combining particle- and field-tracking
data from 2D PIC simulations using VSim and the RAH
equation. As will be demonstrated in Sec. VI, it was found
that for increasing drift velocity of the plasma electrons,
i.e., higher pump laser intensities, the accumulated phase of
interest becomes more and more localized to the −y space.
The second RECR signal seen in both the experimental

and simulated shadowgrams is the half-ring signal ahead of
the pump’s position. These diffraction rings are visible in
Figs. 6(d) and 13(a) of [40] as well as Fig. 3(b) of [17] for a
pump propagation in the latter case of vgt ≥ 913 μm. This
feature can be understood as a manifestation of RECR in
the context of a self-steepening pump. At the beginning of
the pump’s propagation in the plasma its 27 fs FWHM
duration and ∼10 μm spot size are mismatched to the
plasma density having a plasma wavelength of 8.6 μm. No
diffraction rings are seen because the locations of anoma-
lous dispersion at each probe frequency are spatially spread
across the pump’s relatively broad intensity distribution.
As the pump propagates through the plasma it self-steepens
[41,42]. The pump’s steeper intensity gradient causes the
anomalous dispersion for a broader range of probe frequen-
cies to be extremely localized, akin to a step function
change in refractive index from which the probe diffracts.
As with the plasma wave’s spatial period, the diffraction
rings are only resolved using a few-cycle probe, otherwise
the copropagating nature of the diffraction rings and a
>10 fs duration probe would temporally average out
the rings’ irradiance modulation [compare Figs. 13(a) and
13(b) in [40]].
By inspecting Fig. 3 of [17] one sees that this effect was

already reproduced by simulation, though not yet consis-
tently explained theoretically. The red contour lines in

Fig. 3(a) of [17] show the pump’s magnetic field distribution
which steepens drastically with propagation resulting in
highly localized resonances and visible diffraction rings
after traveling ca. 900 μm. The experimental shadowgrams
presented in this paper, having very similar laser and plasma
parameters to those in [17], also exhibit diffraction rings after
ca. 900 μm of propagation.
The self-consistent nature of the EPOCH simulation and

the generation of simulated shadowgrams have one draw-
back. Although one can change the simulation’s parameters
to investigate how they affect the resulting shadowgram, it
proves difficult to identify the physical cause of certain
signals in the system. One can see the difference in the
probe’s accumulated phase with propagation through the
plasma wave as shown in Fig. 5, but the exact physical
origin of this signal remains unclear. To delve further
into what causes the asymmetric and half-ring signals, 2D
PIC simulations using the VSim code to produce particle-
and field-tracking data were carried out and analyzed as
described in the following section.

VI. 2D VSim PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS
AND RESULTS

To test the results of the RAH equation against the
signals seen in the experimentally recorded shadowgrams
and in the simulated shadowgrams produced using the
EPOCH simulation we further ran 2D simulations using the
PIC code VSim [43]. The advantage of using the VSim code
is its built-in particle- and field-tracking capabilities which
can be used to store each macroparticle’s (i.e., electron’s)
position, velocity four-vector including its velocity out of
the simulation plane, the E and B fields it encounters as
well as the local plasma density for every time step of
the simulation. Using this data, the drift frame of each
macroparticle’s guiding center could be calculated and
the resulting lab-frame refractive indices calculated via
the RAH equation were then compared to the results of the
EPOCH simulation and the experimental data.
There is an underlying assumption in calculating a

“bulk” parameter such as a refractive index from individual
particle data such as that recorded using the macroparticles.
This assumption is that discrete macroparticles in the VSim
simulation represent a plasma fluid such that the calculated
refractive index using data from a single macroparticle
is valid for the local region around that macroparticle. We
took this assumption to be valid only for locations and
times in the VSim simulation where the tracked macro-
particles’ trajectories do not cross. Trajectory crossings of
the macroparticles in a PIC simulation of LWFA are
typically first seen after the macroparticles have already
moved behind the pump pulse and begin interacting with
the fields of the plasma wave [44]. Said trajectory crossing
would produce, for the same local plasma, two different
drift velocities resulting in an ambiguity as to which drift
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velocity is used to calculate the local plasma’s refractive
indices.
2D simulations with VSim were used in order to inves-

tigate the RECR signals in the vicinity of the pump laser in
the xy and xz planes (refer to Fig. 1 for system’s
coordinates). In each simulation, the data from a line of
macroparticles (see Fig. 6) were tracked. The probe pulse
was not present in the simulations but could be mathemati-
cally represented during processing of the data using the
RAH equation. The simulations were set up as follows.
The simulation boxes had 4850 cells with 25 nm resolution
in the longitudinal direction and 420 cells with 100 nm

resolution in the transverse direction. The pump laser with a
center wavelength of 800 nm was focused to the middle of
the simulation box to a FWHM spot size of 10 μm. Each
simulation ran for 5220 temporal steps over a total duration
of roughly 420 fs, but the data from the particle and field
tracking used with the RAH equation was only recorded
over 999 temporal steps (∼80 fs) during which the pump
pulse overtook the line of macroparticles. Each simulation
was run twice (total of four simulations), once with a pump
pulse FWHM duration of 15.7 fs and an a0 of 3.5, and
again with FWHM duration of 6 fs and a0 of 5.0. The latter
parameters match more accurately the parameters of the

FIG. 6. Setup of the two 2D VSim simulations.

FIG. 7. Refractive index of the plasma in the xy plane for different probe polarizations and wavelengths induced by a pump pulse with
15.7 fs FWHM duration and an a0 of 3.5. The blue, dashed lines represent the FWHM, 1=e and 1=e2 intensity contours of the Gaussian
pump pulse. Each subplot of the figure is labeled with the probe beam’s polarization (H-pol or V-pol) and its wavelength (800 or
660 nm). The figures are calculated from data produced from VSim in simulating the xy plane.
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pump laser from the EPOCH simulation at a propagation
distance of 913 μm.
Due to the short longitudinal length of the tracked

simulation box, the self-evolution of the pump pulse does
not need to be accounted for. This allowed during post-
processing of the data for the approximate mapping of
the resulting refractive index over the entire tracked 2D
simulation plane, described as follows. As the pump
propagates through the simulation box the line of macro-
particles “line scans” the parameters in the simulation
plane, i.e., plasma density, particle trajectories and EM
fields. Since the pump-plasma system is in a steady state,
one can reconstruct recorded parameters over the whole 2D
simulation plane by accounting at each time step of the
simulation for the distance between the pump’s peak
intensity and the position of each macroparticle. These
2D parameter maps can then be used to calculate 2D plots
of the refractive indices for comparison to experiment and
to the EPOCH simulation.
Calculating the solution to the RAH equation was

performed for each tracked macroparticle sequentially from
the start to the end of each VSim simulation. The RAH
equation is rewritten to be a polynomial of ηþ or of
η− depending on the initial polarization state of the probe

pulse under investigation. The zero crossings of the
polynomial then give possible values of the refractive
index of the plasma in the lab frame as experienced by
that probe pulse. The refractive index at the start of the
simulation will be that of unmagnetized plasma, easily
calculable, because the fields of the pump pulse have yet to
arrive at the line of macroparticles and the local plasma
density is well known. By assuming that the solution to the
RAH equation over time is smooth and continuous, one
can track the physical solution (a zero crossing of the
polynomial) with each time step of the simulation. The only
complication arises when the solution to the polynomial
passes through a resonance or reflection point of the
RAH equation. Here, the value of refractive index can
pass through 0 or move quickly towards ∞. Due to this
discontinuous behavior and the resulting ambiguity in the
physical solution of the RAH equation around the time/
location of a resonance, we use the reconstructed maps of
refractive index not as an indicator of the exact refractive
index in the plasma but rather as an indicator as to where
anomalous dispersion and strong birefringence are to be
expected.
By combining the RAH equation with the tracked

macroparticle data of the VSim simulations in the xy plane,

FIG. 8. Refractive index of the plasma in the xy plane for different probe polarizations and wavelengths induced by a pump pulse with
a 6.0 fs FWHM duration and an a0 of 5.0. The blue, dashed lines represent the FWHM, 1=e and 1=e2 intensity contours of the Gaussian
pump pulse. Note that in both H-pol subplots the two inner contour lines have been omitted as to not block visibility of the asymmetric
signal. Each subplot of the figure is labeled with the probe beam’s polarization (H-pol or V-pol) and its wavelength (800 or 660 nm). The
figures are calculated from data produced from VSim in simulating the xy plane.
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the refractive indices in the lab frame for both H-pol and
V-pol probe pulses were calculated and mapped to the
plane. The results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 which show
for the H-pol probe a region of anomalous dispersion not
seen in the results using a V-pol probe pulse. In Figs. 7(a)
and 7(c) the signal is centered asymmetrically relative to the
propagation axis of the pump pulse and is seen to have an
elliptical shape in which the refractive index transitions
quickly from a value below the normal unmagnetized
refractive index to a value above the normal unmagnetized
refractive index (moving from outside to inside the ellipse).
As the wavelength of the probe is changed from 800 to
660 nm, one observes that the center of the elliptical signal
remains offset from the pump’s propagation axis, and the
signal area becomes smaller in size.
Figure 8 shows the results of increasing the pump’s peak

normalized vector potential to 5.0 and reducing its FWHM
duration to 6.0 fs. The asymmetric signal is still only visible
when using an H-pol probe and the elliptical region of
anomalous dispersion again shows a reduction in size
when shifting the probe’s wavelength from 800 to
660 nm [cf. Figs. 8(a) and 8(c)]. Also of note is the
cleaving of the ellipse near its top (x ≈ −0.5 μm,
y ≈þ2.5 μm) and bottom (x ≈ −0.5 μm, y ≈ −8.5 μm).
In general, an increase in the laser driver’s intensity

correlates with a signal more localized to the −y space
behind the laser driver.
The position of the asymmetric signal relative to the

pump and probe pulses found using the VSim data is very
similar to the signal found in the EPOCH data as shown in
Fig. 5. While the fully self-consistent modeling of the
plasma, pump and probe in the 3D EPOCH simulation used
in creating the synthetic shadowgrams captures more
accurately the physics of the LWFA system, the origin
of the asymmetric signal was not directly evident. In
simplifying the system via a 2D simulation and mono-
chromatic probe, and by directly using the relativistic
motion of the plasma electrons to assess the system, the
physical origin of the asymmetric signal could be identi-
fied, namely the RECR effect.
The second strong indicator that the RAH model

captures the origin of the RECR signals seen in both the
experimental shadowgrams and the simulated shadow-
grams from EPOCH is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9
shows the refractive index in the xz plane as reconstructed
from the particle- and field-tracking data from VSim. One
now sees a large change of refractive index in both the
H-pol and V-pol probe cases, which is the source of the
diffraction rings or half-ring signal in the experimental and
simulated shadowgrams for a self-steepened pump pulse.

FIG. 9. Refractive index of the plasma in the xz plane for different probe polarizations and wavelengths induced by a pump pulse with
a 6.0 fs FWHM duration and an a0 of 5.0. The blue, dashed line represents the 1=e2 intensity contour of the Gaussian pump pulse. Each
subplot of the figure is labeled with the probe beam’s polarization (H-pol or V-pol) and its wavelength (800 or 660 nm). The figures are
calculated from data produced from VSim in simulating the xz plane.
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It is counterintuitive that the V-pol probe also shows a
drastic change in refractive index similar to that seen in
the H-pol probe’s results considering the V-pol probe in
the lab frame is not expected to couple with the cyclotron
motion of the electrons in the plasma for the given
orientation of the pump’s magnetic field. However, this
phenomenon can be explained using Fig. 10 in which
the vector orientations in the drift frame of the electron’s
guiding center are shown for increasing drift velocity
relative to the lab frame. The angle of the probe’s
propagation vector to the pump’s magnetic field
θ0kprbBpump

[Fig. 10(a)] stays around the value of 90°�
30° for a value of the drift frame’s gamma factor in the xz
plane up to 1.5 (outermost solid black contour line).
The angle of the H-pol probe’s electric field to the
pump’s magnetic field θ0EHprbBpump

[Fig. 10(b)] remains

90° for drift motion along the x axis but does also vary
by approximately �30° for drift motion in the z direction
up to a gamma factor of ∼1.25, but not enough such that
the coupling to cyclotron motion is highly suppressed.
Most importantly, the angle of the V-pol probe’s electric
field to the pump’s magnetic field θ0EVprbBpump

[Fig. 10(c)]

remains 0° for drift motion along the x axis which explains
the lack of strong refractive index modulation along the
x axis in Figs. 9(b) and 9(d) and reveals the origin of the
on-axis break in the V-pol experimental shadowgrams of
the RECR half-ring signal seen in Fig. 4(b). For drift motion
of the electrons with a strong z component, the V-pol
probe’s orientation to the pump’s magnetic field in the drift
frame of the electrons transforms to include an H-pol

component (x component) meaning a coupling to the local
cyclotron motion of the electrons. This explains the appear-
ance of large changes in the refractive index of the plasma
as seen by the V-pol probe in regions of the plasma where
the electrons’ drift motion is away from the x axis. The
appearance of the on-axis break in the diffraction rings as
well as the appearance of the asymmetric signal previously
described conveys the importance of a relativistic treatment
of the system, especially when dealing with highly aniso-
tropic electron velocity distributions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown evidence and analysis of
relativistic electron-cyclotron resonances present in
magnetized plasma due to the relativistic drift and cyclo-
tron motion of the plasma electrons in the vicinity of a
relativistically intense pump laser using both experimental
and simulation data. In the case of LWFA, three signals
arising from RECRs can be identified and used to non-
destructively track, in situ, the evolution of the linearly
polarized laser driver’s intensity profile when imaged with
a properly selected polarized probe beam. With further
development, this technique could constitute the basis
of a nondestructive diagnostic for laser or particle beams
in plasma-based accelerators. Furthermore, for scenarios
comprising relativistic, magnetized plasmas as in fusion
research or astrophysics, our method based on RECRs
might prove to be an effective diagnostic delivering
detailed insight into the underlying physics of such
plasmas.

FIG. 10. Subplots show the change in vector orientation for electron drift motion in the xz plane. βi ¼ vi=c with i ¼ x; z. (a) Angle
between the probe’s propagation vector kprb and the pump’s magnetic field Bpump. (b) Angle between the electric field of the H-pol
probe EHprb and the pump’s magnetic field Bpump. (c) Angle between the electric field of the V-pol probe EVprb and the pump’s
magnetic field Bpump. The three black, solid contour lines show the locations of the equivalent gamma factors of 1.1, 1.25, and 1.5.
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